
                                                                                                                                           
Deep House Vol.2 
 
Big Sound is very delighted to present the second installment of our extremely successful Ultra Deep 
House Vol.1 from talented sound designer and producer Insight.  
 
Ultra Deep House Vol.2 is another high quality slice of deep and groove house.  Picking up were our 
best-selling Vol.1 left off and raising the bar in every aspect, this pack takes his trademark eye for 
detail and exceptional production technique, and delivers you an inspirational sample product that will 
energize your latest deep or tech house productions.  
 
This collection comes pack with heavy-hitting basslines, punchy drums, euphoric synth lines, 
atmospheric vocals and future inspired production, giving you the perfect starting point to to create 
great sounding tracks without wasting hours on finding inspiration or right sounds.  
 
Ultra Deep House Vol. 2 includes MIDI files for all musical phrases heard in each Kit and also for 
groove elements, allowing you to tweak the melodies and sound design to suit the needs of your 
production. MIDI has the added benefit of allowing you to go to extremes of pitch and tempo beyond 
which the loops were originally recorded, with no time stretching or pitch shifting artifacts.  
 
This pack also includes One-Shot samples, allowing you to create new beats, fills and loops or to re-
create a reference drum grooves and phrases from original kits. Simply load them up into your 
sampler of choice and create an infinite number of new grooves and phrases.  
 
All of the loops in this product are 100% Royalty-Free (including the vocal loops), so once purchased, 
you can use these loops in your commercial releases without having to pay any hidden costs.  
 
- 5 Construction Kits  
- 85 MIDI loops (incl. drum patterns)  
- 182 Wav Loops  
- 57 Premium One Shot samples (44.1 kHz/24-Bit)  
- PC/MAC compatible 
 
 
Support: 
If you are experiencing any problems using this Sample Pack please email support@logic-
templates.com and we will get you up 
and running as soon as we can. 
 
Alternatively please visit the FAQ page on our website - www.logic-templates.com/faqs 
For more Logic Pro X templates please visit - www.logic-templates.com 
 
SHOW US SOME LOVE ON FACEBOOK 
https://www.facebook.com/LogicProXTemplates 
 
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER 
https://twitter.com/LogicXTemplates 
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